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Abstract—The transmit power and the carrier sense threshold
are two major MAC/PHY parameters in CSMA/CA wireless
networks. The problem of transmit power control has been
extensively studied in the context of graph-theoretic topology
control and maintenance. What has not been studied in depth is
the effect of signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) on the
topology and the network capacity sustained under the physical
model. In order to remedy the deficiency of conventional topology
control (as a result of neglecting the physical SINR effect) and
to further improve network performance, we present a joint
control framework for determining the transmit power control
and the carrier sense threshold. We identify that the joint control
problem can be decoupled into two sub-problems: conventional
topology control and dynamic control of carrier sense threshold.
We then derive a desirable operating condition for the carrier
sense threshold. We show that there exists an abrupt increase in
the collision probability as the carrier sense threshold increases,
and that this transition can be efficiently identified by observing
the collision probability. Thus, to maximize the node throughput,
each node may increase the carrier sense threshold as long as
the collision probability is below a reasonable threshold.
Based on the insight shed from our analysis, we devise a
dynamic tuning algorithm for carrier sense thresholds, by which
each node observes its local event (i.e., transmission collisions)
and drives its carrier sense threshold towards the desirable
operating point in a fully distributed manner. To demonstrate the
utility of the proposed joint control framework, we equip a localized topology control algorithm, localized minimal spanning tree
(LMST), with the capability of dynamic carrier sense adaptation
(DCSA). Via simulation, we show that joint control of transmit
power and carrier sense threshold is crucial for improving the
network performance and that the resulting control algorithm
LMST-DCSA significantly outperforms LMST alone.
Index Terms—CSMA/CA wireless network; physical carrier
sense; topology control; MAC throughput.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multi-hop wireless networks, e.g., wireless mesh networks,
have emerged to be a promising, cost-effective technology for
next-generation wireless networking [1]. Their major advantage is the capability of building networks without a preinstalled central infrastructure. In particular, in CSMA/CA
multi-hop wireless networks, instead of using a central entity
for coordinating the radio channel, a distributed access mechanism is deployed at each node to arbitrate channel access.

Several PHY/MAC attributes in CSMA/CA networks can
be used to arbitrate channel access, to mitigate interference,
and to improve network capacity, among which we focus on
the transmit power and the carrier sense threshold. This is
because the network capacity, i.e., the average data bits that
can be transported simultaneously in the network, heavily
depends on the level of spatial reuse characterized by physical
carrier sense. Under physical carrier sense, a sender senses
the channel before each transmission and determines whether
or not the channel is busy by comparing the received signal
strength with the carrier sense threshold. If the signal strength
is below the carrier sense threshold, the sender considers the
channel to be idle and starts its transmission. Otherwise, the
sender considers the channel to be busy and enters in the
collision avoidance phase. Since the received signal strength is,
in principle, proportional to the transmit power of the sender,
both the carrier sense threshold and the transmit power are
major control knobs for exploiting spatial reuse.
In this paper, we consider the problem of how to design an
efficient algorithm for jointly controlling the transmit power
and the carrier sense threshold. Although abundant research
results already exist in the context of graph-theoretic topology
control [2]–[6], most of them have neglected the effect of the
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR), which is critical
for successful transmission under the physical model. Moscibroda et al. [7] are perhaps the first to consider topology control under the physical SINR model and investigated the time
complexity of centralized scheduling for topology-controlled
networks. Complementing their work, we consider the problem
in a more practical setting, i.e., CSMA/CA wireless networks.
We aim to answer the following fundamental questions —
can one leverage existing results in graph-theoretic topology
control and develop a joint power control and carrier sense
threshold tuning algorithm that properly takes account of the
SINR constraint and yet explores spatial reuse for maximizing
the network capacity? The technical contributions of our paper
are as follows.
•

By adopting the “divide and conquer” methodology,
we identify that the problem of jointly controlling the
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•

•

transmit power and the carrier sense threshold can be
divided into two sub-problems. The first sub-problem
is to find, given the locations of nodes, an appropriate
power assignment that maintains network connectivity
while mitigating interference among nodes. This subproblem exactly corresponds to conventional topology
control, and hence we can leverage any existing topology
control algorithm to solve this sub-problem. The second
problem is to devise an efficient algorithm for tuning the
carrier sense threshold so as to fully exploit spatial reuse
while taking account of the SINR constraint. This twophase, joint control framework enables us to eliminate
the major deficiency of conventional topology control,
i.e., failure to take account of the effect of SINR, and to
further improve the network capacity.
We derive a desirable operating condition for the carrier
sense threshold. Conceptually, each node can increase its
chance for transmission by increasing its carrier sense
threshold as long as the SINR constraint is satisfied. A
difficulty in realizing this idea is how each node knows
whether or not increasing the carrier sense threshold
will lead to the violation of the SINR constraint given
that the node distribution is unknown and each node
tunes its transmit power and carrier sense threshold
independently. It may be possible to maintain a desirable level of SINR by exchanging information among
nodes, i.e., the SINR information is fed back from a
receiver to its corresponding sender. Then, each node increases/decreases its carrier sense threshold if the current
SINR is larger/smaller than the target SINR value [8].
From the perspective of implementation, however, it is
more efficient to devise a fully distributed algorithm without any information exchange. Our analysis indicates that,
similar to several other physical/thermodynamic systems,
there exists a phase transition (i.e., an abrupt increase
in the collision probability) as the carrier sense threshold increases. As a result, each node can maximize its
throughput by simply observing its transmission collision
probability, without introducing any additional feedback
mechanism.
Based on our previous topology control work, localized
minimal spanning tree (LMST) [3], we devise an exemplary algorithm, called LMST with Dynamic Carrier
Sense Adaptation (LMST-DCSA), to demonstrate the utility of the proposed joint control framework. In LMSTDCSA, each node first determines an appropriate power
assignment with LMST and then adaptively tunes the
carrier sense threshold to further improve the network
performance. It should be noted that the proposed joint
control framework is rather general and not restricted to
LMST. By virtue of the insight shed from our analysis,
we can devise a fully localized algorithm for tuning
the carrier sense threshold, and consequently exploiting spatial reuse under the physical SINR model. As
such, the joint control framework plays a crucial role
of bridging the gap between graph-theoretic topology

control and SINR-based control of PHY/MAC attributes
in CSMA/CA wireless networks. Through simulation in
J-Sim [9], we show the superiority of LMST-DCSA to
LMST, thus demonstrating the utility and effectiveness
of the proposed framework. Also, we show that the
network performance with topology control alone can
be even worse than that without topology control, if the
carrier sense threshold is not appropriately chosen. This
observation implies that joint control of transmit power
and carrier sense threshold is crucial for improving the
network performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide an overview of related work, and give the
technical motivation of this work. In Section III, we give the
model and related notions used in our analysis. In Section IV,
we present a joint control framework for determining both the
transmit power and the carrier sense threshold. In particular,
we elaborate on the issue of tuning the carrier sense threshold
of each node in a fully distributed manner, and devise LMSTDCSA as an exemplary joint control algorithm. Following that,
we evaluate the performance of LMST-DCSA in Section V,
and conclude the paper in Section VI with a list of future
research avenues.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Transmit Power Control
The issue of transmit power control has been extensively
studied under the graph-theoretic model, where two nodes
are considered neighbors and a wireless link exists between
them, if their distance is within the transmission range (as
determined by the transmit power, the path loss model, and
the receiver sensitivity) of each other [2]–[6]. The main
objective of graph-theoretic topology control is to preserve
network connectivity with each node transmitting with the
minimal possible power. For example, LMST [3] is a localized
algorithm that guarantees network connectivity and provides
a bound (of six) on the node degree. The interested reader
is referred to [10] for a detailed taxonomy of conventional
topology control algorithms.
Use of transmit power control for maximizing the network
capacity under the physical SINR model has been considered
in [11]–[13]. Monks et al. [11] proposed a power control
protocol called PCMA, in which the receiver advertises its interference margin that it can tolerate on an out-of-band channel
and the transmitter selects its power in order not to disrupt any
ongoing transmissions. Muqattash and Krunz [12], [13] also
proposed similar power control protocols called respectively
PCDC and POWMAC. The PCDC protocol constructs the
network topology by overhearing RTS/CTS packets, and the
computed interference margin is announced on an out-of-band
channel. The POWMAC protocol uses a single channel for
exchanging the interference margin information.
As mentioned in Section I, the first category of graphtheoretic topology control does not take into account of the
SINR constraint. The second category of power control algorithms, on the other hand, does not explicitly consider network
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connectivity. Moreover, all the protocols do not consider the
effect of the carrier sense threshold although it is a major
determinant for spatial reuse.
B. Studies on Physical Carrier Sense for Improving Spatial
Reuse
Recently, a number of studies have been carried out to study
how physical carrier sense affects spatial reuse [8], [14]–[16].
In these studies, the carrier sense threshold was the main
parameter for controlling the level of spatial reuse. Given a
predetermined transmission rate, Zhu et al. [16] derived simple
conditions for the carrier sense threshold in order to cover the
entire interference range for several regular topologies. Zhu et
al. also proposed in [8] a dynamic algorithm for adjusting the
carrier sense threshold to exploit spatial reuse. Vasan et al. [15]
proposed an algorithm, entitled echos, for on-line tuning of the
carrier sense threshold in order to allow more flows in IEEE
802.11-based hotspot wireless networks. Nadeem et al. [14]
proposed an enhanced DCF algorithm that exploits location
information to exploit spatial reuse for given transmission
rates.
There have also been a number of studies on the relation
between physical carrier sense and Shannon capacity [17]–
[20]. Yang and Vaidya [17] are perhaps the first to address
the impact of physical carrier sense on Shannon capacity of
wireless ad hoc networks, while taking account of the MAC
layer overhead. Kim et al. [18] studied the relation between
physical carrier sense and Shannon capacity, and showed
that, in the case that the achievable channel rate follows the
Shannon capacity, spatial reuse only depends on the ratio of
the transmit power to the carrier sense threshold. Zhai and
Fang [19] investigated the impact of physical carrier sense
in multi-rate wireless networks where nodes have different
levels of transmit power. Lin and Hou [20] studied the relation
between the carrier sense threshold and the MAC throughput
in multi-rate wireless networks, and identified that the MAC
throughput has several transitional points caused by multiple
data rates.
C. Joint Control of Transmit Power and Carrier Sense Threshold
The problem of jointly determining the transmit power and
the carrier sense threshold has not been extensively studied
in spite of its importance. Fuemmeler et al. [21] studied the
relation between the transmit power and the carrier sense
threshold, and showed that senders should keep the product
of their transmit power and carrier sense threshold fixed at a
constant. Yang et al. [22] proposed a joint control algorithm,
called LMST with Carrier Sense Adjustment (LMST-CSA),
where the transmit power of a node is determined by LMST,
and the carrier sense threshold is determined so as to eliminate
all the hidden nodes. In spite of its simplicity, LMST-CSA
requires channel information such as the path loss exponent
for carrier sense threshold adjustment. Furthermore, it does
not explicitly consider the SINR constraint, and thus may not
fully exploit spatial reuse.

III. I NTERFERENCE

AND

N ODE T HROUGHPUT M ODELS

In this section, we introduce the network model and notions
used in our analysis. Then, we derive an analytical model of
the saturation node throughput as a function of the carrier
sense threshold.
A. Channel Propagation and Interference Model
Consider a wireless network consisting of a set of N nodes,
denoted by N = {1, · · · , N }. For a given node i ∈ N , let
r(i) ∈ N denote the corresponding receiver. Let Pi denote the
transmit power of node i, and θ the path loss exponent (which
typically ranges between 2 and 4). Then the received power at
r(i) can be expressed as Pr(i) = Pi /dθi,r(i) , where di,j denotes
the distance between nodes i and j. As a necessary condition
for the receiver r(i) to correctly decode the symbols, Pr(i)
should be larger than or equal to the receive threshold of r(i),
denoted by γr(i) , i.e.,
Pr(i) =

Pi
θ
di,r(i)

≥ γr(i) .

(1)

By (1), the transmission range dT (i, r(i)), which is the maximum of di,r(i) satisfying (1), can be obtained as dT (i, r(i)) =
1
Pi /γr(i) θ . In addition to (1), the received power Pr(i)
should be large enough so that the interference from other
nodes does not prevent the receiver from correctly decoding
the symbols. This condition can be expressed as
Pr(i)
≥ βr(i) .
(2)
Ir(i)
P
Here, Ir(i) is given as Ir(i) = j6=i Pj d−θ
j,r(i) + Nr(i) where
Nr(i) is the ambient noise, and βr(i) is called the SINR
threshold of the receiver r(i).
The collision set of receiver r(i), denoted by Cr(i) , is
defined as the set of nodes whose simultaneous transmission
with node i will prevent r(i) from correctly decoding the
symbols of node i, i.e.,
(
)
Pr(i)
< βr(i) = {j|dj,r(i) < dC (i, j)},
Cr(i) = j
Pj d−θ
j,r(i)
SINRr(i) =

1
where dC (i, j) := Pj βr(i) /Pi θ di,r(i) .
Let xi denote the carrier sense threshold of node i. If the
signal strength perceived at node i is larger/smaller than xi , the
channel is considered busy/idle by node i. For a given node i,
let Si (xi ) denote the carrier sense set of node i, which is
defined as

Si (xi ) = j|Pj d−θ
i,j ≥ xi = {j|di,j ≤ dS (i, j)} ,
1

where dS (i, j) := (Pj /xi ) θ is termed as the carrier sense
range. Hence, node i will be silenced if any node in Si (xi )
transmits. In a similar manner, let Li denote the silence set of
node i, which is defined as

Li = j|Pi d−θ
i,j ≥ xj = {j|di,j ≤ dL (i, j)} ,
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Li
Si (x)

Si (y)

i

r(i)

Cr(i)

Hi = Cr(i) \ Li

node i is being deferred due to other ongoing transmissions.
Let tB , tI , and tD denote the average duration of the Busy,
Idle, and Deferring states, respectively. Also, let τji denote
the channel access probability of node j as perceived by
node i, which is assumed to be independent and identically
distributed among j. Now, the average virtual slot time vi can
be expressed as
hY
i
vi (xi ) =τi tB + (1 − τi )E
(1 − τji ) tI + (1 − τi )
j∈S

Fig. 1.

Set relation among Cr(i) , Li , Hi , Si (x), and Si (y) (x < y).

1

where dL (i, j) := (Pi /xj ) θ is termed as the silenced range.
Thus, every node j ∈ Li will be silenced when node i
transmits. Finally, let Hi denote the set of hidden nodes with
respect to node i, which is defined as Hi = Cr(i) \ Li . Thus,
no node in Hi can detect the transmission of node i. Moreover,
if any node in Hi transmits during the transmission of node i,
the transmission of node i will fail. This is the well known
hidden node problem.
For a given transmission from node i to node r(i), Fig. 1
shows the relation between Cr(i) , Li , Hi , and Si (xi ). By
their definitions, the boundaries of Cr(i) , Li , and Si (xi )
are determined by such as the node distribution, the power
assignment, and the carrier sense thresholds. Hence, they can
be arbitrary shapes in general. It should be noted that Cr(i) ,
Li , and Hi are all independent of xi by their definitions. Only
Si (xi ) is a function of xi , and satisfies Si (y) ⊂ Si (x) if x < y
from its definition. As a matter of fact, what carrier sense of
each node does is not to prevent other nodes from transmitting,
but to detect (before each transmission attempt) the status of
the channel in Si (xi ). Hence, even when Cr(i) ⊂ Si (xi ),
node i’s transmission may still fail if interrupted by a single
transmission in Hi (⊂ Cr(i) ) or multiple transmissions in
(N \ Cr(i) ) \ Li .
B. Node Throughput in Multi-hop Wireless Networks
Now we derive the saturation node throughput as a function
of the carrier sense threshold. Although the derivation is
similar to those in [22]–[24], one major difference is that we
explicitly take into account of the carrier sense threshold and
the SINR constraint.
Let τi and vi denote, respectively, the channel access probability that node i attempts to transmit in a virtual slot1 , and
the average virtual slot time of node i. At any time instance,
the channel status of node i will be in one of the following
three states: Busy, Idle, and Deferring. In the Busy (Idle) state,
node i is transmitting (idle). Note that we do not distinguish
whether the transmission is successful or not in the Busy state.
This is because both a collision and a transmission success
take approximately the same amount of time, and much larger
than that taken in the Idle state [22]. In the Deferring state,
1 Following Bianchi’s notion [25], we define a virtual slot as the interval
between two consecutive events.

i

hY
i
× 1−E
(1 − τji ) tD

j∈Si

h
i
=τi tB + (1 − τi ) tD − (tD − tI )(1 − τ −i )|Si (xi )| ,
(3)
where τ −i = E[τji ]. Here, it is assumed that tB , tI , tD , τji ’s,
and thus τ −i are independent of xi .
There are two sources of transmission collisions, i.e., collision incurred by simultaneous transmissions in Cr(i) and
collision incurred by multiple transmissions outside Cr(i) that
causes the SINR constraint to be violated at node r(i). Let
qi (xi ) denote the conditional collision probability of node i
given that a transmission attempt is made. Then, we have
qi (xi ) =P [Transmission in Cr(i) ] + P [No transmission in Cr(i) ]
× P [SINRr(i) < βr(i) |No transmission in Cr(i) ]
=pi + (1 − pi )hi (xi ),

(4)

where
pi := P [Transmission in Cr(i) ] and

 hi (xi ) :=
P SINRr(i) < βr(i) |No transmission in Cr(i) .
To derive pi , we consider the event of no transmission in
Cr(i) . This event occurs when (i) all the nodes in Cr(i) do not
simultaneously transmit with node i and (ii) all the hidden
nodes in Cr(i) \ Li do not transmit during the vulnerable period V . Here, V is the interval during which the transmission
from node i to node r(i) will fail if any node in Hi attempts to
transmit. V can be expressed as V = TH + TP , where TH and
TP are, respectively, the time required to transmit the header
and the payload. Now, pi can be expressed as
P

pi = 1 − (1 − τ −i )|Cr(i) | (1 − τ −i )

V
k∈Hi vk

.

(5)

Here, note that pi in (5) is not a function of xi , but a function
of xj ’s, j ∈ Cr(i) .
It is much more difficult to derive hi (xi ), because hi (xi )
depends primarily on the probability distribution of accumulative interference that results from concurrent transmissions
outside the collision set. This probability distribution, in turn,
depends on the spatial distribution of sender/receiver pairs and
their traffic patterns, and is not available in general. Hence,
instead of directly deriving hi (xi ), we will derive a general
property of hi (xi ) in Proposition 2 in Section IV-B.
By (3) and (4), we can readily obtain the throughput of
node i as

Lτi 1 − qi (xi )
Ti (xi ) =
= Ui (xi )(1 − qi (xi )), (6)
vi (xi )
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where Ui (xi ) = Lτi /vi (xi ) and L is the payload size. Note
that Ui (xi ) corresponds to the sending rate of node i, and
1 − qi (xi ) is the probability of successful transmissions. Note
also that Ti is a function of not only xi (as explicitly shown
in (6)), but also Pi , Pj ’s, and xj ’s, because Pi , Pj ’s, and xj ’s
are implied in the definition of Cr(i) , Li , Hi , and Si (xi ).
IV. J OINT C ONTROL F RAMEWORK
In this section, we present a joint control framework for
determining the transmit power and the carrier sense threshold.
To demonstrate the utility of the framework, we also devise a
joint power control and carrier sense tuning algorithm, called
LMST-DCSA.
A. Separation between Transmit Power Control and Carrier
Sense Adaptation
Given the locations of nodes, we first consider the most
general problem of joint controlling the transmit power and the
carrier sense threshold, with the objective of maximizing the
overall system throughput, subject to a network connectivity
constraint. The problem can be formulated as
"

maximize T (x, P) =

N
X
i=1

#

Ti (x, P)

(P1)

subject to a connectivity constraint on P,
where x = (x1 , · · · , xN ), P = (P1 , · · · , PN ), and xi ∈
[xmin , xmax ], Pi ∈ [Pmin , Pmax ], i = 1, · · · , N . It is a
formidable task to find an optimal solution to (P1) for several
reasons. First, (P1) is highly nonlinear in that there exists
interdependency among x and P because T (x, P) depends on
xi /Pj , i, j ∈ N . Thus, it is extremely difficult to find a global
optimal solution to (P1). Furthermore, a connectivity constraint
on P may result in a very complex feasible region.2
Instead of attempting to find an optimal solution to (P1), we
introduce a two-phase, joint control framework which provides
a sub-optimal solution to (P1). The key idea is to consider
P and x separately based on the observation that network
connectivity depends only on P. First, we determine P, with
the objective of preserving network connectivity while mitigating MAC-level interference. This problem exactly corresponds
to that of conventional topology control, and we can readily
leverage an existing topology control algorithm for solving the
first problem. Once we obtain a power assignment P, we then
tune x, and improve the throughput sustained by each node,
while properly taking account of the SINR constraint. Through
this two-step framework, we can leverage existing results
in graph-theoretic topology control, and further improve the
network performance by tuning the carrier sense threshold.
2 In fact, the problem of finding an optimal power assignment P with fixed
values of x and with the objective of minimizing the energy cost in graphtheoretic topology control has been shown to be NP hard [10].

B. Desirable Operating Condition for Carrier Sense Threshold
Given that we will leverage an existing topology control
algorithm for determining the transmit power, what remains is
to determine an appropriate value of the carrier sense threshold
for each node, so as to fully exploit spatial reuse subject to the
SINR constraint. Conceptually, each node i needs to increase
its carrier sense threshold as much as possible, in order to
maximize its chance for transmission. On the other hand, the
larger the carrier sense threshold, the lower the SINR that can
potentially be sustained at the receiver. This is because the
number of nodes in Si (xi ) decreases as xi increases, which, in
turn, leads to larger accumulative interference that results from
concurrent transmissions outside Si (xi ). Thus, xi should be
appropriately set to balance out these two conflicting factors.
To analytically validate the above reasoning, we first show
the following property of Ui (xi ) in (6).
Proposition 1 Ui (xi ) = Lτi /vi (xi ) in (6), which is the
sending rate of node i, increases in xi .
Proof: By (3), we have
∂vi
d|Si |
=K
,
∂xi
dxi

(7)

where K = − log(1 − τ −i )(1 − τi )(tD − tI )(1 − τ −i )|Si | .
Given any reasonable CSMA/CA protocol, e.g., IEEE 802.11
protocol, K > 0 because tD ≫ tI [22]. Furthermore, for all
x, y with x < y,
−θ
Si (y) = {j|Pj d−θ
i,j ≥ y} ⊂ {j|Pj di,j ≥ x} = Si (x).

Thus, |Si (x)| ≥ |Si (y)| for all x, y with x < y, or equivalently
d|Si (xi )|/dxi ≤ 0. By plugging this result into (7), we have
dvi /dxi ≤ 0. Consequently,
∂Ui
Lτi ∂vi
=− 2
≥ 0,
∂xi
vi ∂xi
because L and τi are obviously independent of xi , and pi in
(5) is independent of xi because Cr(i) , Hi , τ −i , and vk where
k ∈ Hi are all independent of xi by their definitions.
Second, we show hi (xi ) in (4) — the probability that the
SINR constraint is not satisfied given no transmission in Cr(i)
— has the following property.
Proposition 2 hi (xi ) in (4) increases in xi .
Proof: We express the interference Ir(i) in (2) with
c
a
c
two terms, i.e., Ir(i) = Ir(i)
+ Ir(i)
(xi ), where Ir(i)
=
P
P
−θ
−θ
a
j∈Cr(i) Pj dj,r(i) and Ir(i) (xi ) =
j6=i,j∈N \Cr(i) Pj dj,r(i) +
c
Nr(i) . Note that Ir(i)
is independent of xi by the definition of
Cr(i) . Now, hi (xi ) in (4) is expressed as


hi (xi ) =P SINRr(i) < βr(i) |No transmission in Cr(i)
#
"
Pr(i)
c
=P
c
a (x ) < βr(i) Ir(i) = 0
Ir(i)
+ Ir(i)
i


Pr(i)
a
=P Ir(i) (xi ) >
.
(8)
βr(i)
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a
Here, Ir(i)
(xi ) is contributed by two sources. The first source
is the interference from concurrent transmissions of nodes
in (N \ Cr(i) ) \ Li , which does not sense the transmission of node i and begins during the interval when node i
transmits. The second source results from transmissions in
(N \ Cr(i) ) \ Si (xi ), which have already been ongoing but
cannot be detected by node i when node i starts transmission.
Since Si (y) ⊂ Si (x) for all x, y with x < y, from the proof in
Proposition 1, we have (N \Cr(i) )\Si (x) ⊂ (N \Cr(i) )\Si (y)
a
a
if x < y, which gives Ir(i)
(x)  Ir(i)
(y) for all x, y with
x < y. Consequently, we have hi (x) ≤ hi (y) for all x, y with
x < y.
Third, we show that the collision probability qi (xi ) in (4) has
the following property.

Proposition 3 qi (xi ) = pi + (1 − pi )hi (xi ) in (4) increases
in xi .
Proof: By (5) together with the fact that Cr(i) , Hi , τ −i ,
and vk , k ∈ Hi are all independent of xi by their definitions,
pi is independent of xi . Thus, by (4) and Proposition 2, we
have ∂qi /∂xi = (1 − pi )∂hi /∂xi ≥ 0.
a
By (8), only when the distribution of Ir(i)
(xi ) is given,
one can obtain an explicit form of hi (xi ). However, since
a
a
a
E[Ir(i)
(xi )] decreases in xi (from Ir(i)
(x)  Ir(i)
(y), x < y),
we can infer that there generally exists a critical value of
xi , denoted by xci , around which hi (xi ) will abruptly change
a
(probably E[Ir(i)
(xci )] ≃ Pr(i) /βr(i) .) Since pi is independent
of xi , qi (xi ) will exhibit a sudden increase around xci as a
result of the abrupt change in hi (xi ). With this insight and
Propositions 1 and 3, we can depict the relation between
Ti (xi ), Ui (xi ), qi (xi ), and xci in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2,
xi should be kept around xci in order to fully exploit spatial
reuse and maximize Ti (xi ) while properly satisfying the SINR
requirement. Hence, a desirable operating point of xi can be
reached by increasing xi as long as qi (xi ) is maintained below
a reasonable threshold. (The relation depicted in Fig. 2 will
be corroborated via simulation in Section V.) We will leverage
this important observation in the joint control framework, and
devise an exemplary algorithm which adjusts xi towards xci .
One point is worthy of mentioning. From Fig. 2, it may
seem plausible to observe Ti , rather than qi , and control
xi accordingly. However, note that Ti is a function of not
only node i’s own carrier sense threshold xi , but also other
nodes’ carrier sense thresholds xj ’s. Given that each node
independently tunes its carrier sense threshold, the change
in Ti may come from that in other nodes’ carrier sense
thresholds, and does not necessarily reflect the current SINR
level. Consequently, in order to properly take into account
of the effect of SINR on the node throughput, it is more
appropriate to observe the collision probability qi .
C. Joint Control Algorithm for Determining Transmit Power
and Carrier Sense Threshold
We give an exemplary, joint control algorithm for determining the transmit power and carrier sense threshold to

Ti

Ui (xi )

Ti = Ui (xi )(1 − qi (xi ))

1 − qi (xi )

xci

xi

Fig. 2. Throughput of node i as a function of its carrier sense threshold
given that the carrier sense thresholds of all the other nodes are fixed.

demonstrate the utility of the proposed joint control framework. Without loss of generality, we use a localized topology
control algorithm, LMST, as the component algorithm for
power control. For the completeness of the paper, we briefly
summarize LMST. The interested reader is referred to [3] for
a detailed account of LMST and its properties.
1) Transmit Power Control by LMST: LMST is composed
of three phases: information collection, topology construction,
and determination of transmit power. In the information collection phase, the information needed by each node for topology construction is obtained by having each node periodically
broadcast a Hello message using its maximal transmit power.
A Hello message includes the node id and the position of the
node. In this manner, each node knows which other nodes
are in its neighborhood and their positions. In the topology
construction phase, each node independently applies Prim’s
algorithm [26] to obtain its local minimum spanning tree in
the neighborhood. In the power determination phase, each
node takes only the one-hop, on-tree nodes as its neighbors,
and determines the minimal power needed to reach all its
neighbors.
2) Dynamic Carrier Sense Adaptation (DCSA): Now given
the power assignment by LMST, we discuss how to dynamically control the carrier sense threshold of node i, based on
the insight shed from our analysis in Section IV-B. As shown
in Algorithm 1, for each time interval of T , node i calculates
its collision probability qi as qi = Nc /Nt , where Nc and Nt
are, respectively, the total number of collisions and the total
number of transmission attempts made in the interval. Then,
node i updates its carrier sense threshold xi as follows: If qi
is larger than (1 + w)qth where qth is a given threshold and w
is a weighting factor with 0 < w < 1, then xi is decremented
by δ. Otherwise, if qi is smaller than (1 − w)qth , then xi is
incremented by δ.
There are several tunable parameters in Algorithm 1, i.e.,
qth , T , δ, and w, whose values need to be determined. Fortunately, the network performance is quite robust to the choice
of these parameters (provided that they are chosen within
reasonable regions) for the following reasons. In principle, T ,
δ, and w are mainly related to how fast the algorithm converges
and are not critical to the throughput performance. Specifically,
the larger the value of T , the slower the convergence speed.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION STUDIES .

Reset timer t
Nt ← 0 and Nc ← 0
while t < T do
if node i transmits then
Nt ← Nt + 1
if transmission fails then
Nc ← Nc + 1
end if
end if
end while
qi ← Nc /Nt
if qi > (1 + w)qth then
xi ← xi − δ
else
if qi < (1 − w)qth then
xi ← xi + δ
end if
end if

As long as T is large enough to properly estimate the collision
probability qi , the network performance will not change significantly for different values of T . (In the simulation study,
the value of T is chosen in the range of several seconds.)
The step size δ is also related to the convergence speed. The
larger the value of δ, the faster the algorithm drives towards
the equilibrium. Meanwhile, the algorithm may not converge
but instead oscillate around the equilibrium point when δ is
set to an inappropriately large value. Because the speed at
which the algorithm converges is not our major concern, we
set δ to a small value. A weighting factor w is introduced
to prevent the algorithm from unnecessary oscillation and to
make xi remain in [xi , xi ] where xi = qi−1 ((1 − w)qth ) and
xi = qi−1 ((1+w)qth ). In principle, w needs to be proportional
to δ, and with a small value of δ, w does not affect the
performance significantly unless it is set to an unreasonably
small value.
The most critical parameter is the collision probability
threshold qth . If qth is set to an inappropriately large value,
the network performance will degrade due to excessive transmission collisions. On the other hand, if qth is set to an
inappropriately small value, the carrier sense threshold xi will
become unnecessarily small and the network performance will
degrade as a result of insufficient spatial reuse. As mentioned
in Section IV-B, there is an abrupt increase in qi as xi
increases. This implies that the network performance will be
quite insensitive to qth unless qth is so small that xi converges
to an unreasonably small value with Algorithm 1. We will
further elaborate on the effect of qth via simulation in the
next section.
V. S IMULATION S TUDIES
In this section, we evaluate the performance of LMSTDCSA with LMST and basic CSMA/CA (no-LMST) via
simulation with J-Sim [9]. We use IEEE 802.11a as the
PHY/MAC protocol. The default values of parameters used
in the simulation are given in Table I. In particular, to
precisely quantify the impact of carrier sense adaptation on

Parameter
N
L
R
CW
dmax
qth
w
δ
T

Value
100
1024 bytes
6, 18, 36, 54 Mbps
63
100 m
0.2
0.1
0.5 dBm
5 seconds

Definition
Number of nodes
Payload size
Data rate
Fixed contention window size
Maximal transmission range
Collision probability threshold
Weighting factor
Update step size
Update interval

3000

Ui (xi )/2, Ti (xi ) (Kb/s)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

1.0

1 − qi (xi )

0.9

2500

0.8
0.7

2000

0.6

Ti (xi )

0.5

1500

1 − qi (xi )

Algorithm 1 Carrier sense adaptation of node i

0.4
1000

Ui (xi )/2

0.3
0.2

500

0.1
0.0

-86

-84

-82

-80

-78

-76

-74

Carrier sense threshold (dBm)

Fig. 3.
Fig. 2).

Node throughput vs. carrier sense threshold (simulation result of

the throughput performance, we disable the binary exponential
back-off (BEB) mechanism and use a fixed contention window
size of 63 as given in Table I. (Note that even when BEB
is enabled, our simulation studies showed that LMST-DCSA
still significantly outperforms LMST and no-LMST, which
are omitted due to the page limit.) A total of N nodes are
randomly distributed in an area of 500×500 m2 . Half of the
nodes are randomly selected as sources and for each source, a
receiver is randomly selected from its one-hop neighbors. The
two-ray ground model is used as the propagation model. For
LMST and LMST-DCSA, the transmit power used by each
node is determined by LMST in Section IV-C1 while for noLMST, all nodes use the same transmit power that gives a
transmission range of 100 m. All sources generate CBR traffic
at their full data rate. For LMST-DCSA, every node sets the
initial value of its carrier sense threshold to -85 dBm.
Validation of Phase Transition: To validate the crucial
observation made in Fig. 2, we carry out simulation with
R = 18 Mb/s and LMST as the topology control algorithm.
Figure 3 depicts the node throughput Ti (xi ), the sending
rate Ui (xi ), and the probability of successful transmission
1 − qi (xi ) versus the carrier sense threshold xi . (Note that
for the purpose of displaying both Ti (xi ) and Ui (xi ) in the
same figure, we plot Ui (xi )/2 instead of Ui (xi ) in Fig. 3.) As
expected, simulation results in Fig. 3 matches analytical results
in Fig. 2 quite well, and the phase transition phenomenon is
corroborated in the simulation. If the carrier sense threshold
exceeds a certain threshold, e.g., −80 dBm, the probability of
successful transmission sharply decreases, leading to an abrupt
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Average node throughput versus carrier sense threshold.

degradation in the node throughput.
Performance Comparison: Figure 4 gives the average
per-node throughput (averaged over all the nodes) versus the
carrier sense threshold for different values of R = 6, 18, 36
and 54 Mb/s, respectively. Note that the x-axis in Fig. 4 does
not apply to LMST-DCSA, because it exercises a dynamic
control algorithm for tuning the carrier sense threshold. As
shown in From Fig. 4, LMST-DCSA achieves much better
throughput performance than LMST as well as no-LMST at
all data rates. Specifically, LMST-DCSA achieves 21.01%,
24.19%, 30.32%, and 27.15% higher throughput than the
maximal throughput achieved by no-LMST at R = 6, 18,
36, and 54 Mb/s, respectively; and 11.69%, 12.63%, 14.48%,
and 15.44% higher throughput than the maximal throughput
achieved by LMST at R = 6, 18, 36, and 54 Mb/s, respectively. In practice, it is extremely difficult to set an optimal
carrier sense threshold under both LMST and no-LMST. As
shown in Fig. 4, if an inappropriate carrier sense threshold
is chosen, both LMST and no-LMST give inferior throughput
performance. This implies the performance of LMST-DCSA
will be much better than that of LMST and no-LMST in
practice.
We can also observe from Fig. 4 that the throughput

achieved by LMST rapidly degrades and even becomes smaller
than that with no-LMST, as the carrier sense threshold increases beyond the value that achieves the maximal throughput. This is because the number of transmission failures caused
by the violation of the SINR constraint significantly increases
as the carrier sense threshold increases. Since under LMST
each node uses the minimal possible transmit power subject
to network connectivity, the SINR perceived at a receiver can
even be smaller than that under no-LMST. This, coupled with
the fact that the interference becomes severe given a large
carrier sense threshold, leads to the performance degradation.
This observation also implies that joint control of transmit
power and carrier sense threshold is crucial for improving the
network performance. Furthermore, an algorithm that sets the
carrier sense threshold to a fixed value will be insufficient since
the optimal carrier sense threshold depends on various factors
such as power assignment, carrier sense thresholds of other
nodes, node distribution, and their traffic patterns. Therefore
DCSA is very promising in that it is self-adaptive and operates
in a fully distributed manner.
Effect of the collision probability threshold: We now
investigate the effect of the collision probability threshold qth
on the throughput performance of LMST-DCSA. Figure 5
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Fig. 5. Relative throughput gain of LMST-DCSA over LMST vs. collision
probability threshold qth .

[8]

[9]
[10]

gives the relative throughput gain of LMST-DCSA over LMST
versus qth at R = 6, 18, 36, and 54 Mb/s. As shown in Fig. 5,
the throughput performance of LMST-DCSA is not so much
sensitive to qth at all data rates as long as qth lies in a
reasonable region, e.g., qth ∈ [0.15, 0.25].

[11]

VI. C ONCLUSION

[14]

We have presented a joint control framework for determining the transmit power and the carrier sense threshold. The
framework decouples the problem of jointly controlling the
transmit power and the carrier sense threshold into two subproblems. For the first power control sub-problem, we can
leverage any existing localized topology control algorithm.
To devise an efficient solution algorithm to the second subproblem, we analyze a desirable operating condition for the
carrier sense threshold, and show that there exists a phase
transition (i.e., an abrupt increase in the collision probability)
as the carrier sense threshold increases. By leveraging the
insight shed from the analysis, we devise a simple algorithm
to dynamically control the carrier sense threshold, so as to
fully exploit spatial reuse while taking into account the SINR
constraint. The major contribution of our work is that it bridges
the gap between conventional graph-theoretic topology control
and SINR-based control of PHY/MAC attributes in CSMA/CA
wireless networks.
We are currently investigating several issues. In particular,
the contention resolution mechanism such as the BEB mechanism in IEEE 802.11 is also influenced by the carrier sense
threshold. Investigating the interaction between the proposed
framework and the contention resolution mechanism will lead
to performance improvement along another dimension.
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